RICS APC Success for Julian Coxell
Congratulations to Julian Coxell for achieving his RICS Chartership
Some excellent news…Julian Coxell passed the Final Interview of the RICS APC in the November assessment round. We
know Julian will have made a strong impression on the Assessors due to his past performance in the mock interviews he
undertook with our Nigel Powell and Wayne Davies (both RICS APC Assessors), as part of his training with Systech.
Julian Joined Systech in October 2013 after gaining experience firstly, as a joinery estimator, then as a QS with a large
‘fit out’ contractor. It was during this period that Julian gained a 2/1 in the BSc in Quantity Surveying from Anglia Ruskin
University [ARU]. This was also where he first met Nigel as he was Head of Department at the time. His seven years of
broad based experience together with his degree made Julian an ideal candidate for joining Systech.
Whilst Julian started his APC before joining Systech, it was his subsequent experience as a Consultant that helped him
make such a strong submission. His work as a Consultant has seen Julian undertake varied commissions involving
estimating, procurement, valuations, change control, subcontract management, CVR and progress reporting, as well as
final accounts and both time and quantum claims. Importantly, this experience has been achieved through a number of
industry sectors including education, commercial, residential, health and rail.
This well rounded experience has now led to his selection for the Systech Management Course run in conjunction
with the Lord Ashcroft Business School at ARU. So only just having put to bed his APC, Julian is immediately involved in
producing regular assignments for assessment by ARU!
We wish Julian well with this course and for his future as a Chartered Quantity Surveyor.
Julian says
“I am very pleased to accomplish a long-term ambition by earning chartered status.
I am grateful to those who gave their time to assist throughout the process. Specifically I thank Systech International for their
tailored support which distinguishes them from others.
I joined Systech in 2013 largely due to the offer of experience and training necessary to complete the APC. It is clear this was the
right decision.
I now look forward to the next challenge!”
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